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Problem • • Too Many Chiefs 
We Live in the Present, 
By the Past, but 
for the . .. 
Two Heads Named 
To Intern Program 
Special Report by Linda Mettel 
Vol. 4 No. 23 FTU, Orlando, Florida April 14, 1972 
If FTU has no students accepted college and was approved by 
to the Florida Legislative Staff Millican and Myers. 
Intern Pr"ogram, it won't be because Jervey, under the auspices of the 
no one tried. The program, in fact, political science department, was 
appears to have two appointed placed in charge when FTU was 
coordinators, Dr. Robert E. Hicks accepted into the program and has 
of the College of Business since been in direct correspondence 
Administration and Dr. William H. with the program's co-director, 
Jervey of the political science Elston Roady who, along with 
Black Week Finale 
·Scheduled Tonight 
Tonight is the grand finale of 
Black Expression Week, which was 
a celebration of Black America at 
FTU. The finale, beginning at 7 
p.m. tonight at the Science 
Auditorium, includes speeches by 
former state representative Alcee 
Hastings and instructor Thelma 
Dudley, and entertainment by the 
Sanford community choir and the 
C.P.E.Y. Sisters, a dance group. 
After the finale is a Soul Dance, 
at 9: 30 p.m. at the Multi Purpose 
room, with .free admission to all 
FTU persons, and music by 
"Society." 
Black America was saluted 
during the week beginning Monday, 
April 10, with a fashion show at the 
Winter Park Community Center. 
Area high school students toured 
the campus and were advised 
Tuesday, April 11, while 
Wednesday featured a soul concert 
on the Village Center Green, with 
music by "Soul, Inc." 
Arts, Crafts Show 
Scheduled ~y VC 
~ department. Senator Myers, coordinates the 
~ : Both men were officially program from Tallahassee. Roady is 
appointed and both were unaware a political science professor at 
· of the other's existence as Florida State Univeisity. 
coordinator until an article on The confusion in identity is 
Hick's appointment appeared in last understandable on two counts. 
week's FuTUre. Fiist, no student has ever applied 
Hicks recently contacted a for or been accepted to the 
• teporter in an effort to inform program. Jervey explained that 
;tudents of the program and to several students expressed an 
encourage them to apply. At that interest in the program last year but 
·. time, he noted the statewide were unable to apply due to other 
program had been in existence for commitments. He said he 
several years and FTU had been anticipates between five and 15 
approved for competition in the applicants this year. 
project. Secondly, the Tallahassee-based 
Jervey called the FuTUre office coordination is handled by the 
after last week's article to explain co-directorship of an academician 
that the political science and a politician. Apparently the 
department was and had been in communication breakdown is 
charge of the project since occurring in · Tallahassee as neither 
November 1970, when, through his of the directors seems to be aware 
efforts, FTU was accepted' to the that the other has appointed a 
program. coordinator at FTU. 
Jervey said that until late 1970 The internship program allows 
the program was open only to graduating seniois and graduate 
" graduate students, but was now students to serve as legislative 
... open to undergraduates. interns for a period of nine to 12 
BLACK EXPRESSION Week has been observed at FTU this week by Hicks was appointed to the months in Tallahassee, according to 
a series of activities which included a fashion show Monday at Winter position when Florida Senator Hicks. Interns receive a $500 per 
Park Community Center. Valcine Saunders was one of the students who Kenneth Myers contacted President month tax-free stipend from the 
modeled swim wear for the judges. Activities that will wrap up Black Charles Millican requesting that a st-ate and -may reside in FSU 
Expression Week include a talk by Alcee Hastings and a Soul Dance coordinator be nominated. Hicks housing facilities or in off-campus 
tonight. (Photo by Ike Spinos). was nominated by the business housing. 
SG Elections To Be Held 
With No Voting Machines 
The interns are assigned to a 
legislative committee or to a special 
study or research project in the 
legislature. 
Both Jervey and Dr. William W. 
Young, acting chairman of the 
political science department, noted 
that they were "happy to have Dr. 
The 1972 Student Government elections?" 
executive elections will be held The second asks for a yes or 
April 20 and 21, but without the no answer to a plan to abolish the 
benefit of voting machines. present FTU mascot, Knights ~f 
According to SG President Pegasus, and establish a committee 
Frank Santry, "the machines to recommend at least five possible 
which have been provided in the mascots to the student body. 
past by · Elections Commissioner Campaign activities will include 
Dixie Barber's office will not be 
available this year." 
"Mrs. Barber has interpreted 
that an old ruling of the Orlando 
City Commission holds voting 
machines cannot be used for other 
than official purpose in a 
presidential election year," said 
San try. 
As a result of this ruling, SG 
personnel will be forced to 
handcount ballots which, according 
to Santry, may take as much as 
three hours. 
a candidates' forum to be held Hicks along and are more than 
Wednesday, April 19, from 11 a.m. willing to work with him on the 
to 1 p.m. on the Village Center program." 
Green. The program will include Application deadline for the 
entertainment by a local band for project is today. At this time both 
the first hour and speeches by the men are working industriously in an 
candidates in the second hour. effort to get FTU students accepted 
WFTU-TV will provide closed to the program. Students are 
circuit coverage of the campaign encouraged to turn in applications 
which will include a mass d~bate to ••. one or the other. 
session and individual five-minute <, '-"' "'~- ~~..,. :::.~:, ~ , ~&-m 
speeches by all the candidates. :• ; < -~··,, ·,: w~ ·}~~{~~· ;'~~'. 
·~ ~ ~~ .. :..._~ ~~~ <o; , 
Poll workers are needed for both ~~~ ·"'·' '· ·-%:~~~, ~--~~~.;~%: _ :~ 
days of the election. Students .~~'1f  ~·'~;~if~,~~ i~ 
interested in v~luteering may ~~~ -~~: ~:~ ~I~~ . . ... /{ 
contact Fred Damels at the SG ;::~'.-~~;;~<t]f,-~]&i\JR\\~~~--·.·,~~4~~·· ~\ 
offices on the second floor of the ~ Mk ¥.:1•1''*''~'~ =t\,.,; ~';t{ 
lib~.. -~J·~·1 
M1ss1ng Photos ~f.~V.!~af 11.)r·:··=.·~mt''.. =:::, 
"Returns will be slow in 
coming," he said, "and 
handcounting always leaves more 
room for error, but at present there 
is no alternative." 
FTU Elections Commissioner 
Fred Daniels announced that the 
polling will be held April 20 from 9 
a.m. to 7 p.m., and April 21 from 9 
a.m. in the campus Kiosk "weather 
permitting." "If the weather is 
bad," said Daniels, "the polling will 
be held in the weightlifting room in 
the library which has been reserved 
for that reason." 
R - d B Th. f m:'X·'~J! ·~-:~,"'~: ,~;,ijfil~~=;ir~t.-,,...".· ;i eturne y 1e ·~~\l,1~;9~~~- ~~(1 ~t 
~ !~l~~r.~~~;£[i~p~l -
:~~~o:ra3s.theFi!ef~a~! s~~:~ ·'~'II'' . ,~!~lftl~:·:'.j Campus Glances 
JOURNALISM HONORS 
Two FTU journalism majors last 
week won top honors in writing 
competition at a communications 
seminar held at the University of 
South Florida in Tampa. 
returned. 
In the place of the two missing 
photographs, a small fish-eye shot 
of a girl in a shack and a color 
print, the note that may have 
prompted the return still hangs. 
Appearing on this year's ballot 
with the presidential and 
An art s and· crafts festival is vice presidential candidates will be 
being planned by the Village Center two referendum questions which 
for three days fo May, and all cleared the SG Senate recently. 
students, faculty and staff are being The first reads, "Do you favor 
John Gholdston won first in th€ 
editorial writing contest while 
Sharon Marek placed highest in the 
news writing category. 
The competitions were part of a 
day-long seminar marking the 
Collegiate Press Day of the National 
Council of College Publications 
Advisors, hosted by USF and 
attended by representatives of a 
dozen Florida universities and 
junior colleges. 
The large print (35" x 42") 
valued at $300 was among the five 
returned photographs. The 
irreplaceable photo. of a girl 
knee-deep in water (the negative 
had been lost) was returned. A 
series of three flourescent 
renderings of a nude were returned, 
also. encouraged to participate. the · administration of FTU 
Artists and craftsmen may sell canceling all afternoon classes 
their works at the festival, with all between noon and 5 p.m. on all 
profit to the creator. Participants primary or general election days, 
may help with the selling so that not including local elections, for 
buyers may talk with the artist. · the sole purpose of voting in said 
The five works of art were found 
outside the door of the Library 
Building at 10;30 p:m., April 6. 
The thief , had returned them 
without being noticed. 
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Jr u<il'lllre Ebitnrtats ~r hosd no ideo wh~t b\ serlotJS prob\ern these skyjac.kin9s he>.d becowrie ! " · M;~ 
t{Qll Minority Speaks 
This democratic country often prides itself on the precept that the 
voice of the little man or the "minority" shall be heard. Whether or not 
this campus can be considered democratic remains to be seen, but the 
voices of the minority are indeed being heard . 
The minority, in this case, is an angry group of people who feel they 
have been cheated out of something they apparently feel is due them. 
The group is the Greek populous of FTU, and the issue is the 
now-retired Greek column in the FuTUre that was purported to be "the 
voice of the Greeks." 
The column was withdrawn from the FuTUre by an act of the 
editorial board, which felt that the newspaper had matured and grown 
to an extent that the page devoted to Greeks (and a portion of a page 
devoted to club news) was needed for other new and feature articles. 
There seems to be a long-running battle between Greeks and 
newspaper staffs. The gist of the argument is that Greeks feel they are 
not treated fairly in the handling of Greek news, and the newspaper 
editors feel that Greek news iS not pertinent to the majority of the 
student body. 
One fact stands clear in the overall analysis. Other than actual news 
about a Greek project or activity, the majority of Greek news could be 
considered advertising copy; that is, announcements of parties and 
social activities, usually closed to anyone but members; announcements 
on honors bestowed -uppn i~dividual members of the chapter; etc. 
We daresay that"· this· information is not only of little value to 
independent students, but probably not even read in full by many 
Greeks. 
The FuTUre has no desire to participate in an all-out war with the 
Greeks over this or any other problem. We have been unable to locate 
any other university that supports a full-page Greek column in its 
newspaper and will henceforth treat Greek news articles as all other 
~r!~~s- is ~~eated. A,~n~~ncements of.club meetings will be inserted into a 
weekly calendar of events, an~ · news of interest tq the campus will be 
handled a5 a separate article. · 
We suggest that the fraternities and sororities subsidize a weekly 
newspape~ ar their own as a "voice of the Greeks" to be distributed as 
they see fit. This method appears to be that most widely accepted by 
. unive~ities across the nation and reflects a more positive approach to 
th·e proble.m than is currently being undertaken. 




The following letter was sent to 
President Charles N. Millican on 
April 5. 
It is reprinted here at the request 
of the authors. 
Baseball Player 
Tells Like It Was 
manage to get a school van and 
credit card on occasion for trips if Dear President Millican: 
~- Florida Tech baseball began two 
and a half years ago, while rm sure 
many do not know it is in existence 
now. It started with a few dozen 
baseballs, taped bats and a field 
that was only good enough for 
junior highs. Jack Pantelias, now 
the former Florida Tech coach, was 
the enthusiasm behind the team 
then, when our only money was 
from scattered contributions and a 
negligible sum from Student 
Government. To be serious, I 
resented chasing foul balls into a 
nearby creek and also buying my 
own hat and using a borrowed 
Boy's Club uniform, but now that 
it's over you have to respect a 
coach who stayed with us this long 
and under such circumstances. 
During that first season we 
played practice games with high 
schools and the local junior colleges 
but the main portion of 
the schedule was played in the 
Orlando summer league. I 
personally was not here for the 
entire season but it must have been 
long for those who were. FTU won 
one game-by forfeit. 
The second year was 
considerably better. The school 
gave us money enough for 
uniforms. We had more bats and 
more balls to chase back into the 
creek. Even the 'schedule reflected 
the extra work of the coach. To cut 
a long season short the team, 
through hardship, produced a 
15-12 record, winning the last 
eleven of twelve games. The 
highlight of that streak was a 5-4 
victory over South Florida in 10 
innings. 
no one else is using it. 
After three y~ars things are still We would like to inform you of 
not ideal. The athl~tic department, the Student Senate's action in 
in a squeeze for funds, has not been ove~riding the veto of Vice 
able to give us a paid coach among ~esident Brown on Student Senate 
other things. As young as this Bill No. 4-8, ~onstituti~nal 
school is it's even understandable. Amendment Concemmg the Right 
'The one thing that becomes hard to of Review by the Vice President for 
swallow seems to be the lack of Student Affairs. 
recognition a man like Jack ~ his veto message the Vice 
Pantelias has received for his time President stated that be had no 
and effort. He's lost money because quarrel with the intent or purpose 
he's taken time off from work He's of the bill except for the clause 
had to contend with bad conditions "the bill shall become law·" 'This 
and player complaints. During all cl~use, he believes, is not consistent 
this he still brought the team where with the Board of Regents 
it is today Operating Manual By-Laws which 
It's h~d to put three years of state (in Article IV, Section 3, 
feeling and experiences into a few sub-paragraph (2) (B) 1, 2, Page 
short paragnphs. It could even be XXI): 
selfishness from which I do it. This 
Friday and Saturday we play 
Harvard and Florida Southern back 
to back and by the time this is 
printed we will have already played. 
In my estimation this is a step up 
the ladder for FTU athletics 
especially since the baseball team is 
not even considered varsity. To get" 
back to the point, on Friday I am 
scheduled to pitch against Harvard. 
Win or lose I can't tell you what 
this means to me. When I say 
thanks to Coach Pantelias that just 
isn't enough. I love Jack Pantelias 
for what he's done for FTU, for 





DEVELOPMENT AL CENTER 
'The Presidents shall have the 
full authority and responsibility 
for the operation of their 
respective institutions under the 
policies, rules, and regulations 
of the Board of Regents and 
within budgets approved by the 
Board of Regents. 
The Presidents shall have 
initiative in shaping and 
maintaining the educational 
policies and the character of 
their respective institutions with 
the framework of the role and 
scope approved by the Board of 
Re gents and they shall 
recommend to the Chancellor 
changes to be made in the 
institutional programs and 
educational services. 
We believe the Bill 4-8 does not 
violate the Board of Regents 
By-Laws for many reasons. 
First, in the By-Laws quoted 
above it state~ that "the Presidents 
shall have the full authority and 
responsibility for the operation of 
their respective institutions." The 
bill in no way, shape or form takes 
away the power of the President or 
his st.and-in to review, veto or pass 
Senate legislation. It simply st.ates 
that the Vice President, as your 
st.and-in, shall act upon a piece of 
legislation within three (3) weeks. 
If no action has been taken on the 
legislation after three weeks it 
would _ be assumed that the bill has 
been approved. 
Secondly, a law similar to the 
one we are proposing is now in 
e f feet at Florida Atlantic 
University. In the Florida Atlantic 
University Student Body 
Constitution (Article ill, Section I, 
2nd paragraph) it states that: 
The President shall have the 
power to veto actions of. the 
Senate. The veto shall be 
communicated in writing to the 
secretary of the Senate with 
reason therefor within one 
month. By a two-thirds vote, 
the Senate may appeal to the 
Board of Regents any action so 
vetoed. 
This plan, of course, does entail 
the aspect of "taking the matter 
out of the hands of the University,'' 
which we feel is unnecessary and 
should be discouraged. That is why 
the bill we have proposed is far 
superior and more fair. 
Lastly, with the passing of this 
bill the working efficiency of 
Student Government will be 
enhanced. Unlike a small number of 
-instances in the past in which a bill 
was lost or forgotten, -Student 
Government could now assume 
after three weeks that a bill was 
Coming into this third year 
things were still not roses, but they 
were better. The team bought their 
own hats, undershirts and payed 
their own way to games as we had 
the previous years. We should be 
thankful though. More money had 
given us more equipment but still 
limited. We now practice on 
McCracken field which is a good 
diamond but 35 minutes away from 
school. The schedule has again 
improved vastly as we are scheduled 
to play Florida Southern, Rollins, 
Stetson, South Florida and Harvard 
to mention a few. We now even 
The Developmental Center is 
now registering students for 
Personal Growth Groups. These 
groups are designed for 
psychologically healthy students 
who want to explore new potentials 
for living. 
LINDA METTEL 
They utilize procedures 
developed in role-play, sensitivity 
and encounter groups. Each group 
will meet for fen bi-weekly sessions. 
Interested students should go to 
the Developmental Center, Dorm C, 










approved if no objections had been 
v<;>iced by the Vice President. This 
would save much time and 
expended effort within our office . 
For these and other reasons we, 
as well as the Student Senate, feel 
that Student Senate Bill No. 4-8 is 
completely legal and should be 
passed. If you feel certain revisions 
could be made in wording etc., we 
would certainly appreciate your 
advice. We might also suggest that-if 
you have some legal questions on 
the matter that it may be wise to 
seek legal advice from an attorney 
outside the University. 
Excuse us for our tardiness in 
this matter. Thank you for your 
consideration and your time. 
Most sincerely, 
Lee Constantine, Senator 
College of General Studies 
Paul Gougelman, Senator 
College of Socia) Sciences 
WE HAVE NEW 
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The "FuTUre" is the weekly 
newspaper of Florida Technological 
University at Orlando, Florida. The 
FuTUre is published by President 
Charles N. Millican and written and 
edited by and for the students at 
Florida Technological University. 
The editorial opinions expressed 
are those of the staff and not 
necessarily those of the university 
or of its administration. 
The FuTUre reserves the right to 
refuse to print any letters which are 
submitted. All letters must bear the 
full name and address of the person 
or persons submitting them. Names 
will be withheld upon request. 
Address all letters to: Edito·r, 
FuTUre, P.O. Box 25,000, Orlando, 
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Phone: 275-2606. 
Entered as third c~ass matter at 
the Post Office at Orlando, Florida. 
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Activity Calendar 
TODAY, APRIL 14 
DELTA SIGMA PI: 
Meeting, 6 p.m., Library Building 233, 
MONDAY, 
APRIL 17 
239, 240, 245. ENCAUSTIC PAINTINGS: 
GRAND FINALE: By Nancy Reid Gunn, Library Lobby. 
Black Expression Week wraps up, 7 TENNIS: 
p.m., Science Auditorium. ' Deadline for Women's team entries, 
TAKE ONE/STUDENT FILMS Physical Education Building. 
13 American student-produced flicks, DEBBIE HANSHEW RALL y: 
8: 30 p.m., Engineering Auditorium. SG Presidential Candidate, I I a.m., 
SOUL DANCE: 




P ANHELLENIC COUNCIL: 
VC Green. 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA: 
6:30 p.m., Engineering, room I21. 
TUESDAY, 
APRIL 18 
Meeting, 8 a.m., Engineering Building BERN ARD KALB: 
359, 108, 109, 110,121. Speaks on President Nixon in China, 
STUDENT FILMS/TAKE ONE 11 a.m., Village center Green. · 
13 of best u.s. student flicks, 8:30 AQUA KNIGHTS: 




Issuance of Fraternity Bids: 6 p.m.; 
Engineering Lobby, rooms 108, 109, 
121, 203, 204, 305, 306, 318, 407. 
KAPPA SIGMA: 
Meeting, 7 p.m., Library Building 240. 
DELTA TAU DELTA: 
Z45. 
DELTA SIGMA Pl: 
Meetings, 11 a.m., Pledges Library 
room 239, Chapter, Library room 
233. 
CHI Pm DELTA: 
Meeting, 11 a.m., Library Building, 
room 210. 
LATTER-OAY SAINTS: 
Meeting, 11 a.m., Library Building, 
room 211. 
Meeting 7:30 p.m., Library Building ICHTHUS: 
239. Meeting, 11 a.m., Engineering 
Building room 108. °" THI: F.1 N EST·&'FR£. S HEST I . S 
· YOUNG DEMOCRAT : Dais Flower Shop Meeting, 11 a.m., Library Building 
room 212. 
Deliv~ available YOUNG REPUBLICANS: 
~'r:'l~~!:!L Meeting, 11 a.m., Library Building, 
j room 240. Ph 838-3741 PSYCHOLOGY CLUB: 
Meeting, 11 a.m., Administration Seminole. plaza Building, room 145. 
VETERANS: 
Meeting, 11 a.m., 





Meeting, I 1 a.m., Science Building 
115. 
TENNIS: 
Rollins at FTU, 2: 30 p.m., FTU 
Tennis Courts. 
ZETA TAU ALPHA: 
Meeting, 6 p.m., Library Building 211. 
TAU KAPP A EPSILON: 
Meeting, 7 p.m., Engineering Building 
359. 
COMEDY NIGHT: 
Old Flicks "Duck Soup" and "Way 
Out West" with Laurel and Haxdy, 




Presidential and vice presidential 
races, 9 a.m. td 4 p.m., 5 p.m. to 7 ·--·' 
p.m., Kiosk. __ 
SENATE MEETING: , . 
Open to students, 4 p.m., General 1 · - .... ~ .....__ ·---~ 
Classroom Building 115. .......:::_. •. 
JOB INTERVIEWS: f . , 
U LSalL C Civilty S~~::1: ~:;~;:!~:; I THE BEES have it in the dorms on. c~pus, ~ this bh.e hanging 
Duv ou~ 1 ' Pl t outside one of the men's dorms seems to md1cate. Mutual Life nsurance, acemen . 
c'"
1
"· Brown Signs Licjuor Bill, 1 
S d 'Bribe' tu ent Millican Considers Request 
By Claudia Landfried 
Students!! The Student 
Government (with your interests 
at heart) has finally come up 
with a legitimate bribe, also 
called the "Outstanding 
Professor Award," depending 
upon your point of view. 
The award will . go . to tJ-ie 
instructor with the most write-ip. 
votes in ·the spring SG eiections 
and any prof on campus is 
eligible. 
In order to get that 'A', or 
gain some sleep (free from worry 
about overdue term papers), all 
you as students have to do is 
vote in the upcoming SG 
elections where you will receive 
a special ballot on which to 
name your favorite prof. 
A plaque denoting the 
Outstanding Professor Award 
will be given May 30, 1972 at 
the Honors and Awards 
Ceremony to the professor with 
the most votes. 
Dr. W. Rex Brown vice president for student affairs, has Wm;ially 
acknowledged receipt 'of Bill 4-92 for the administration. The bill 
concerns consumption of alcoholic beverages on campus. 
Brown, in his formal notice 
to the SG Senate, also stated · that because she is not enrolled for this 
he had sent a copy to President quarter. Ed Turner was elected to 
Charles N. Millican for his the freshman senate position in the 
consideratioIJ. . College of Business Administration. 
-·If · the · adinmistration should Nearly the entire April 6 senate 
. d~c.,id~ .· t.9 .. -ado~t ... :.~h.e ~ .;SG .-sessiQ& . wa,s. -.de:gotect t~-: ~I:.. ~-90 
recommendation the only- (bilJ •of iights and ·resp«:>ns1bi1lt1es). 
regulations it would make would Discussion on the bill continued, 
concern the actual areas where with only minor wording changes 
alcoholic beverages would be being made. -
consumed. Existing civil laws would ~------=-=====-
remain enforceable. I l 
The Board of Regents and state : . 
law do not prohibit use of alcoholic ~~-,~~~~~ _ 
beverages on university campuses. · 
Possession and consumption is COMMISSl9. N.PE~lT_Ib~· 
permissible at some other state · 
universities. Policy concerning · .. · , ...... ,,., · -. 
alcoholic beverages is presently ·The . committee '. · ~or 1 ·-better 
determined by ~ach .individual · government- (a .non-p~tisan ~g.r~p) 
university. . 1 , • • is attemptin_g ·to pe.tit~o~" the · city 
In other action concerning SG;' council of·Orlandoior ·a· re~o;rm. of 
Senator Vickie Auton has resigned the -present method.of electmg @ty w~~~:ml!OOOOOO!blbl~D~~~:m! Council members. ," . ' ....... 
LE EDY'S 
OF WINTER PARK, INC. 
311 
PENNY 
- UB I . 
Hwy. 50, Union Park, According to · chairman Jack 
10 min. from FTU Mitchel, the petition w-ill request a 
UJNCHEON SPEGAL 
EVERY WEEK DAY 
ONLY $1.00 BUYS ALL THIS: 
ehange from the present methad of 
electing City Commission -members 
at large to "a new method of 




Over 6,000 signatures are needed 
for the petition. The deadline is 
May 27. For further information 
Grilled Cheese with Bacon, Macaxoni Salad, Coleslaw, call 293·9549 after 6 p.m. 
Chips and Beer 
Ham Sandwich, Potato Salad, Chips an9 Beer 
WED NE SD A Y BLT, Potato Salad, Chips and Beer TEACHING APPLICATIONS 
THURSDAY 
FRIDAY 
Hamburger, Lettuce, Tomato, French Fries, Salad, 
Chips and Beer 
Cheeseburger with Lettuce, Tomato, Coleslaw, 
and Beer 
All students planning to 
participate in the College of 
Education's Senior Year Student 
Teaching for fall quarter 1972, 
must submit their applications prior 
to April 14. Application forms are 
available in CB 320. 
You ean't beat a European bieyele· · 
so why 11ot own one 
·TEN SPEED ·DRIVE 
18 Minuteman Causeway of Cocoa Beach 
CocoaBeach 783-1196 
A shop speeialing in lightweight, quality, IO·spee~s 
from France, Italy ··and En ~and. Repairs at fair prices-
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* * J * * * * 
~ Out of· your tuition, -~ ! 
* * :; 
* * ~ * * ~ 
* * * * ~ 
! 818 buys you two votes ! · 
* * 
* * 
* * * * * i * 
! in student ·government ! 
* * * * .. 
* * * * '* * :- ·elections. Are you so : 
* * 
* * 
* * * * 
* * _: wealthy you can afford ! 
* * * * * * 
* * * , * 
! to waste it? ! 
* . * 
* * * * * . * * * : * * ' * · Vote in the Kiosk * 
* * * * 
* * * April 20 9-4 5-7 * 
* * 
* * * * * April 21 9-4 * 
* * * . .  ~~~~~·~4~~~~~~~·**************++++••··~~~~~ ~ 
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~afia 's Extracurricular Activities ~******'*"*'***************t t !e ®le Jff uW~re t 
Exposed By 'T~F~nE2-odfather' t ~®~~~~~QI®J~ t 
Periodically today, the immediately one is struck with the business, not personal," and, "they :J! B J h h G d R ·d S .)} 
newspapers headline gangland power of the Godfather and his always make an offer that can't be '(">"" Y 0 Il t e 00 , es1 ent eer *' 
murders and blood baths which "family." (The word substituted refused." (Of course, this offer is {+ ~ 
always manage to catch the reader's for the Mafia.) On the other hand, simply life or death!) {+ what kind of characters hang "'i'j"' 
imagination with awe. The "St. in a later scene when an old man Several realizations are amazing * around poorly lit bathrooms, .)} 
Valentine's Day Massacre" is th k th G df th f · 1 in this viewer's eyes For instan e and you look like just the type _....,_ an s e o a er or a s1mp e . c , {+ to approach. "'i'j"' 
usually considered the historic kind gesture, one is tenderly moved how in the world can the # * 
height of organized crime's by the Godfather's generosity. He is Godfather's wife be so completely GEMINI: _....,_ 
"extracurricular activities," but almost like a religious figure, naive and respectable as she Count your hands before and "'i'j"' 
"The Godfather," now playing to converting people to unbelievable continues to carry out the family {+ a ft e r en t e ring the .)} 
S.R.0. at the Seminole Plaza, shows loyalty for him and his criminal duties of motherhood? Also it's {+ bookstore ... There' is a rumor +} 
the inside story of Mafia (although "family". disturbing when all those people {+ spreading around campus that a * 
the word is never used) business as involved are not able to see the biology class needs things to +} 
·t was enacted in the late '40s. As Two of the most revealing scenes futility of gangland murders--the * dissect, and they are running out _....,_ 
rue to Mario Puzo's best seller as a show this contrast of fatherly exchange of one dead son for * of frogs. The bookstore has just "'i'j"' 
movie can be, the film plays up the tenderness versus the horrible another for the sake of revenge. {+ put up a new sign advertising, * 
mystery and melodrama of the violence. The first is early in the Other than these deeper thoughts, {+ ''Handy Things to Dissect, +} 
story and, as a result, completely movie when shots of the Godfather the only bothersome bits in the {+ $5.43 ... each." * 
FuTUre 
ENTERTAINMENT 
film were having to read the foreign M CANCER: * 
language words written on the '(">"" Shallow man! You must -'-'-
bottom of the screen and the {+ reach deeper into your soul to "'i'j"' 
sometimes inarticulate speech of {+ communicate with your fellow +} 
the actors--especially Marlon M man. You can't reach deeper 4* 
B d '(">"" For Friday, April 14, 1972. _....,_ ran o. These were tiny flaws, {+ into their souls, they are not "'i'j"' 
however, in an otherwise superior IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY: that deep. (P.S. You are a clod.) _....,_ 
movie of the gangland era. {+ "'i'j"' 
Exceptional performances are {+ Your hair is polarizing down LEO: 4* 
given by Al Pacino, a new face M the middle. The left side of your There is one who is watching .)} 
playing the Godfather's younger J!: head's hair wants to grow red, you this evening. This person 4* 
son, Michael, who has a complete '(">"" bwhile the right side wants to be will follow you everywhere, but _....,_ 
t h · f · t M rown. will not speak until around 7T ~e amorp as1s rom a qme , '(">"" AQUARIUS: ~ 
romanticizes the times. Even the enjoying his daughter's huge innocent war hero and hater of{+ A .d b h' t th midnight wh~n you meet your ~ 
film's coloring adds to the backyard wedding reception are violence, into the true and~ . vo1 rus mg your ee lover. Then you will be arrested, ?f 
dreariness of dress and interior alternated with his planning deadly unfortunately deserving heir to his -c'i" this week. Co?su!t one close. to since the one who is following * 
design so exemplary the end of business in his home office. Then father the Godfather's kingly * you before chppmg fingernalls. you is a narc, who thinks you ~ 
post-war years. later, his son is taking part in a thron~. ' , * Stay close to one who has had a are a big pusher. You will spend "'i'j"' 
The opening scene of a man baptismal ceremony in the church Diane Keaton plays his second {+ hysterectomy. months in stir as a result of the * 
pleading with the Godfather to while the camera shows h_?W the wife, Kay, who sadly ends up as the {+ PISCES: trumped-up charge. If the !ool .)} 
bring about justice for his attacked Godfather's men are carrymg out same loyal, naive type of wife as {+ The crossing of the sky by had only followed you last rught * 
daughter, has a somewhat chilling his orders for several bloody her mother-in-law, and Robert M the Pie ides indicates the time of he would have known you sold ~ 
conclusion when he promises murders. It is interesting and even Diwall is sincerely likeable as Tom ~ your new year. Do not hold all you had, and weren't "'i'j"' 
anything in return for the humoroustonoticehowtheexcuse theGodfather's"adoptedson"wh~ ~yourself responsible for scheduled to get any more until* 
Godfather's assistance and kisses his for all this action is_ d~fe~de~ by serves calmly and lovingly as the {+ accidents which happen to your the 23rd. 4* 
hand. It's chilling because the statement that 1t 1s strictly "family's" counselor of law. But it * neiJ!hbor. * 
~C·E·N·JR-AL--F~l~O·R~l~D~A~'~S---------------~isM~~Bra~ow~mak~ab~MARIBS: vmGo: . ~ 
newest and friendliest college lounge 
I Post Tm Loonge I 
Dance To FREE 
RIDE 
Thru April 15 
~~~~ien~~pril 17 HORIZON 
Tuesdays-Free H91balls to ladies 
(9 P. M. to 2 A. M.) 
comeback to success on the big '(">"" Your right ear is going to . Good morm~g, tubby. Those "'i'j"' 
screen after some bad years, in the {+ spring a leak this evening and httle fold~ ~o~mg around your 4* 
role as the Godfather. He is "The {+ you will slowly lose ·all the na~el don t mdicate ~hat you are ~ 
1 
Godfather."- He moves his audience {* sounds you have ever heard a member of the ansto~racy, as 
' from one emotion to another easily M through that ear. ftour mother ~eeps t~~mg Jou. # 
and masterfully. Expertly made up J!: , th means tyou rer ruts lmg h oartng 
and well costumed Brando '(">"" TAURUS: e way o a irs -c ass e 
becomes every bit of 65.' He stands * The darkness spells no good attack. But don't worry ab?ut "1+ 
as a tower of power and strength {+ for you or your sisters. Keep that now, the po~ulation -l+ 
and at the same time cavor~ lights on in the house this week, problem ~ould really. be aided by 4* 
happily with his little grandson or is {+ and stay out of. poorly . lit people with your attitude. * 
moved to tears in a sweet moment. {+ bathrooms. There IS no tellmg LIBRA: 4* 
. . ••*u1c'*4c"1C******~~· . Paint your lips red for a _hot~ 
~time tomght, and wear a tight'i"j"" 
ACADEMY AWARD WINNER! ~ 
R• 11- 92 ' LEE Rd Tickets available at Student Gov 't Office. +l money belt with some Mad 'i"j"" 
w•n••• P••k 644 6000 +l Money. At least enough money 4* 
• ~ and enough for bail. After 'i"j"" oA- i{M~ ~to get back from Kansas City~ llNt {* stealing your car and running4* 17-92 at Dag Trac~ r~., l•P•~ (Look for the Dog Track Sign) L-~-G ________ • __ -=-_____ ___J ~down a little old lady tonight,4* 




Tickets 75 ¢ 
WOMETCO Theatres: Park East and Park West 
"Nicholas and Alexanqra" 
SPECIAL RESERVED TICKETS 
TICKETS AVAILABLE IN SG OFFICE 
LR 209 
'P Capta1·n v1·deo +l make it look like you did it, and~ en n Y ~will leave your car in Kansas, :I: ~which has a wonderful"'i'j"' uh Surprize Production i:.~:.dition ,.1.tion with thist 
Presents *SCORPIO: * COLLEGE BAR 
Every Monday Night, at 8:30. a FREE Full-length Flick, 
and FREE Popcorn. 
This week "Fuller Brush Man" With Red Skelton and 
Janet Blair. 
Happiness is a full 12 oz. beer for 15 cents, Mon.-Fri. 4-6. 
{+ Have you ever noticed that~ 
Mall your toes don't point forward:l 
J::when you point your feet in that"'i'j"' 
('>""direction? It's true. The little4* 
{+one, particu~arly, kinda points~ 
*toward the other foot. That+} 
~:neans you're slowly falling over,4* 
:;: from both sides at once. * 







{*invented a new type of slacks he'* 
+lcalls "Paint-A-Pair."_ You get a+} 
+lean of thick, cotton paint, see,~ 
{*and take off -all youri 
k clothes ....... . 
'(">"" CAPRICORN: 
{+ Doi t. Simpleton. Freebe. 
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Presidential And Vice Presidential 
Interviews by Sharon Marek, Marc Smith, Beth Weilenman, Weber Ivy 
Bob Bro,,yn 
Presidential can·iidate Bob 
Brown has no background in and 
no affiliation with Student 
Government. "I feel this gives me a 
special qualification," said Brown. 
"I am just a student . therefore, I 
have been in a position to see a lot. 
I know a lot of resident students 
and I know how students feel on 
many issues. I · want to make SG 
representative of the feeling of the 
students." 
Brown, a 19-year-old math 
major, is a member of the 
Broadca8t Club and came to FTU 
three quarters ago from Missouri 
Southern University. 
Marvin Tucker 
When America was . in its 
infancy, there was a man who 
advocated power to the people; his 
name was Andrew Jackson. For 
those of you who believe in 
reincarnation, look around, for 
Andy has returned in the person of 
Marvin Tucker. 
Advocating student power, 
concerned over Lake Claire 
resources and possessing a desire for 





Paul Woodson, 20-year-old 
candidate for the office of 
president, although not a member 
of student government, has kept 
copies of SG minutes for the last 
year and one half. "I have a genuine 
interest in students and in student 
government,'' said Woodson. 
Woodson, a pre-law major, is a 
junior at FTU and a graduate of 
Ocoee High School. He has lived 
both on and off campus during his 
three years here, is a member of 
Tau Epislon Phi Fraternity, Circle 
K Club and was a candidate for the 
position of freshman senator. 
"One of the major issues of this 
campaign," said Woodson, "is the 
fact that SG to this time has not 
done enough· to aid students by 
setting up activities. On other 
"The present administration has 
betrayed a trust to the students, 
they have not fulfilled their 
obligations I would like an 
opportunity to change that. I feel 
that I can truly bring ·about needed 
change·," he said. 
Brown's platform includes 
To.rn 
McLaughlin 
A 21-year-old mechanical campuses there is something going 
engineering major, JoAnne Puglisi is on all the time, but here it is a real 
the girl with the "open mind" drag sometimes." 
eleven points: 
1. Creation of a better dialogue 
between SG and students. The 
return of representation to the 
students. · 
2. The adoption of a panel of 
ten ombudsmen to take the place 
of the recently abolished offices of 
class president and · college 
I.. - -
~ 
whose black and hot-pink posters Woodson and his campaign mate 
The main concern of Tom vividly announce her candidacy for T h o m M c G u r n s t r e s s 
McLaughlin, another Student the student body vice presidential "management" as the theme of 
Government presidential candidate, office. their campaign. ''Better 
is apathy. "Village Center In an interview, Jo Anne listed management would make SG run 
presentations," McLaughlin her issues. She said she feels that more smoothly," said Woodson. 
commented, "could be models for the Student Health Center is too "SG has never been run as well as it 
Student Government projects." He small and desires funds for its should be, but by applying the laws 
said he hopes that the right expansion in next year's Student . of good management I hope to 
proportion of information and Government budget. Expressii;tg 
entertainment will quicken student dissatisfaction with present 
interest and eventually push visitation policies in the dorms, she 
Student Government into more favors the reopening of hallways to 
policy making and less policy · . . . the opposite sex during the entire 
following. ~n:tered an,, election m which the day. "And the 15_meal plan," she 
As an example of his pet httl~ man ~an be sw~ped under said "should include any 15 meals 
· M La hl. ·d th t the big campmgn machmes. ' . ,, 
grievance, c ug m saI a Tucker feels there should be no you :vant du?~g the whole week. 
~ter ~22,000 had ?een spent on grouping up of candidates on Miss Pughs1 also recommends 
nnprovmg Lake Clarre, most FTU t· k ts b t th t h d.d te that Student Government provide a 
students did not even know the hie eld tu d ala eac d cfan I tah common pool of funds for large 
ak , . s ou s an one an ace e . 1 e s locatmn. 1 "Th t t · k t projects of all campus clubs and 
McLaughlin also ' made some Pt0f. e. sh Ide b ~o-~n~- ~c e organizations and lastly calls for 
governors. These officers would proposals to bring together the e ;c iond otou b e t edci e b Ytha more Stude~t Govem~ent-spon-
serve as liason between students t d t b d d · t rei.eren um e vo e on Y e s u en o Y an 1 s tud t b d ,, A d ·f th t d t sored concerts and optional instead 
d SG Th Id ha e th t t . 't' th d f s en o y. n 1 e s u en s , an . ey wou v e represen a Ives, c1 mg e nee or t d f k t t Tu k of mandatory student health 
power to propose legislation, would a bimonthly open discussion session wan e a ic e sys en:i, . c er insurance. 
serve as members of the elections for all students regular reports each suggests a ~~dent nommation or When asked about the use of 
commission and would be required week on SG ' t' ·t· by student maybe a pohtical caucas. fu ds f c- orrect a lot of problems that have ac IVJ 1es "I f 1 th t th · · f n or the nearly-completed t k gular off e hours d' f 1 1. t f ee a e ma1or issues o o eep re IC · news me Ia, and or a year y IS o th . . d f Lake Claire project, the candidate hindered student government in the 
3 .. Creation of two lobbyists to presidential expectations to be met e d~damtpmgtn are dydarite ,, ro~d replied that funds have been used past." 
t h ) b and . can 1 a e o can 1 a e, sm re Pres en ea c c u by the senate and committees. T k "b t Lak Cl . . intelligently, and that the renovated Woodson's platform includes the 
organization in the Senate. Their When asked about the possibility uc . er, ~ e . mre IS lakeshore will serve well for the following major points: 
function would be to tell the of a ticket candidacy in student defimtely an unportant issue. The al · •ty · · Woodson's platform is as 
Senate what the club wants before · · · . Lake Claire issue needs more annu umversi picmc. 
presidential elections, McLaughhn . t· t' b f bl . Miss Puglisi agrees to the follows: 
legislation comes up. Hopefully this endorsed the ticket method as a rnves !~a ion e ore ~e is principle that Student Government 1. Eliminate the "Dead Campus" 
would expedite the legislative reducer of potential friction placed .. He _sug~ests appo_mtment should play a greater role iri shaping image. 
process. between a president and vice of an . mvestigation committee to university policy, and suggests the 2. The SG needs sound, yet 
4. Reform of the recall and president. check It out. · . establishment of a permanent body imaginative management abilities. 
I·mpeachment procedure for M L hi" , th .d f Tucker feels the one ma1or issue 3 f h Pl c aug m s o er 1 eas or · all · f t d t f d b t · of rules governing the operation of . Secure adoption o t e us 
senators and executives. I would chasing away student stupor is . ocation o s u en_ un s, u is the senate and its committees. Grading System. 
lower the two-thirds of the Senate include an annual spring art festival quick to ad_d he beheves students When asked about the ticket 4. Increase quality and scope of 
which is presently required for on the campus which would tap a should decide how these funds method of electing a president and student activities. Students deserve 
impeachment and would allow rich vein of FTU and local art should be spent. · · d t h · kl more for therr· money. (72-73 SG . . "The Student Chvernment vice presi en , s e qmc y 
recall if the signatures of 50 per talent, a campaign for more housmg h Id d d' t t f 't t· . answered, "I'm against the ticket Budget is $130,000) 
cent .of the college and class money and a swimming pool party s ou e ica e mos 0 i s ime, m concept. It is better to vote for an 5. $3,500 budgeted for travel by 
involved can be obtained. for residents. Internship New an _effort to open greater student individual than a ticket." SG officials is ridiculous. 
5. I am in favor of a stronger Bill .--------------a·action and to create a greater ----------------------------. 
of Rights. In particular I would 4 united student body, instead of 
favor the full extension of all civil Wagon Wheel Ranch spending so much time in policy 
rights to the campus. No student making,'' said Tucker. 
should be suspended until he is If elected, Tucker promises 
convicted of a pending charge, and HORSES FOR RENT concerts will be an area of 
he should be allowed to attend the endeavor. He said he would 
t J 
university if he has an appeal RIDING INSTRUCTIONS mphasize more fine arts programs 
n campus," but it would always be pending. I would also favor more 
rights for dorm students in the area what the students wanted." 
of searches. In the future, Tucker wants to 
INFORMATION: · · t t d t 6. Creation of a student defense o m o upper managemen an o 
CALL 568-4411 t h. t d B t f organization. These would be ge is mas ers egree. u or now 
student lawyers who would be e wants to be president of Student 
~p~nted by fue &u~~ Body ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~G~o~v~e~rn~m~en~t~·---~~~-~ 
President an_d approved by the 
Senate. 
7. Major revision of proecedure 
rUles which now govern the Senate. 
Under this I would initiate 
mandatory training sessions for all 
Senators in parlimentary procedure. 
Take it out 
or eat . with us I 
A place of barrels, sand, scent, and wax 
8. Creation of two offices under 
the SG administration whose main 
job activity would be to advise the 
president and the Senate on matters 
pertaining to dorm residents and 
commuter students. 
9. Do away with administrative 
approval of bills and resolutions. 
SG should be more autonomous. I 
would favor the creation of one 
large trust fund for SG funding 
rather than the present system of 
purchase orders which go through 
hot cuban . . . . . . . • 19 . 
hot pastrami • • • . • • 79 
corned beef •.••• ; • 79 
Bar-8-Que 
HOMEMADE beef or pork •••• 79 feoturinl ham . : .•...••..•• 69 
SOUPS e SANDWICHES • SALADS ham 8t cheese •.••.• 79 
SEMORAN VILLAGE 
ALOMA AT 436 WINTER PAR~, FLORIDA 
671-3181 10 AM· 8 PM 
Specializing in Buffet Catering 
Open Sun. 10:00 - 6:00 
Candles 
sand candles, decorative candtes , all sizes, shapes, m cllln 
Blown Glass Figurines 
delicate ships, animals, zodiac sips 
523 Pri Avenn S·, 'Kurter Pri Phone 644-6734 
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Candidates Discuss The Issues 
Debbie 
Hanshew 
When a,sked if she felt student 
government should participate 
more .in university policy-making, 
Debbie Hanshew emphasized 
"definitely!" And she has planned 
how SG would begin its greater role 
in formulation of university 
policies, if she is elected. 
Her plans include bi-monthly rap 
sessions between the 
administration, faculty and student 
leaders; the creation of a grievance 
board; and greater Senate activity. 
A senior in the college of 
education, Miss Hanshew has spent 
one year as a senator at FTU, and 
also was in Brevard Community 
College's student government 
holding the offices of freshm~ 
senator and secretary-treasurer. 
To Miss Hanshew, entertainment 
and policy-making go hand in hand. 
SG makes campus life more 
enjoyable, but the organization also 
tries to see that "the students get a 
fair deal." However, she sees that 
SG may be somewhat self -centered, 
passing legislation that may not be 
of great concern to students. "I'm 
sick of the student Government 
being strictly a rubber stamp for 
the administration." 
Miss Hanshew does not expect 
Lake Claire to be used by students 
to any great extent, and should she 
be elected, she would redistribute 
funds toward campus clubs and 
organiiations. 
She almost ran alone, but chose 
Tom McLaughlin as a 
co-campaigner instead. Not only 
does he agree with her point of 
view, but his cooperation shows 




Sandy Jackson, candidate for SG 
president, feels that Student 
According to Steve Adamick, Government has failed to give the 
the main issue in the Student students anything material. If 
Government executive election is elected he promises to try to get 
that Student Government must something done because he is "tired 
assume the role the name implies, of what he has seen in the past." 
and that FTU students must have "The reason students don't see 
an organization that sees the needs results is because there have been so 
of students on campus. Adamick few," said Jackson. "This year the 
says that past student governments Student Senate has done nothing 
have not lived up to this ideal. but policy making which has 
Campaigning for SG presidency ·resulted in over half the budget still 
on a 13-point platform, Adamick being left to be spent." He feels it is 
has a list of qualifications to back time to do away with some of the 
his intentions. Presently he is legislation and do more for student 
Thom 
executive assistant to SG president organizations and clubs. 
Frank Santry. He is a member of Ste H } Jackson feels the major issue of 
the Student Judicial Board, the ve a e this campaign is the Lake Claire 
M G University Admissions and "lfStudentGovernmentdoesn't "fiasco". "There was $30000 C urn standards Committee, the begin to play a greater role in allocatedlastyearand$22,000thi~ 
One of the vice presidential University Lake Claire Advisory policy making for the university it year and Frank Santry has failed to 
candidates for FTU's 1972-73 Committee and the University may become a thing of the past," build a foundation. All he's done is 
Student Government elections is Committee on Final Exam said Steve Hall, a candidate for vice put in three light poles and cleared 
Thom McGurn, a 29-year-old ~ocedure .. The third quarter junior president of SG. "If the students the beach. He was allocated 
French major with a long list of is also chairman of the SG student back us we can go to the $2~,,000 and di? not do anything. . 
"should do's" for the next school subsidy program and coordinator of administration knowing we have Barbecue gnlls, handball courts 
year. the SG book exchange. their support." an~ volle~ball courts are needed for 
To improve the campus Other issues, besides a greater The way Hale plans to do this is th~ growmg.school, but due.to ~o 
physically' McGurn proposes that involvement of the SG in policy by probing the students to find out pnor work, if e!~ct~d, all thJS will 
night lights be installed on the formulation, concerning Adamick what they want. "And then 1 will ha~~ ~o be done,. said Jackso?. 
sidewalks running parallel to the and his co-campaigner Lee set defi ·t goals d st . f Id also hke to b'llild a 
FTU Constantine are parking and ,, im. e "an nve or ratskeller which would - be built 
entrance for the safety of dormitory reform. them, . said Hale .. We need to get along side of Lake Claire," said 
University Hylands residents who more mvolved with students on Jackson "It uld h b arty 
walk to classes. He also promised to SG President Frank Santry this campus and then I feel we can get . . . · wo ave eer, P 
develop bicycle trails and cut long week announced his intentions to th· t t• d f facilities, pool tables and color TV some mg cons rue 1ve one or for the stud ts ,, 
stretches of wire surrounding the s u PP o rt Adamick and his the students." en · 
temporary parking lots to form co-campaigner Senator Lee If elected Hale plans to spend 
walk-throughs. Constantine. less time on policy making and 
In the area of student Vice-President Charles Simpson eoncentrate more in the area of 
organizations, McGurn said he also included his endorsement of entertainment as he feels the past ~ T J; D 
wants to found a student consumer the two men. administration has been too 
protection agency to encourage concerned with bills. "I'd like to 
local businesses to give student Adamick's platform includes: see two major concerts a year and I 
discounts and discourage 1. Expansion of cultural would even lean toward more 
price-gouging by off-campus programs and entertainment entertainment," he said. 
landlords. He also called for more subsidies. Hale cites the major issues of the 
creative use by Student 2. Expansion of paved student election campaign as being the 
Government committees of parking spaces on campus. allocation of student funds, the 
Robert's Rules of Order to speed 3. Redirection of goals for the supporting of clubs, Lake Claire 
up debate and passage of bills. He Lake Claire project. foundations and the creation of «i 
also intends to work with the 4. More inter-university Ratskeller for student use. An 
administration to design programs programming involving a wide alcohol on campus bill is currently 
for veterans and married students. spectrum of the Student Body. on the desk of President Millican 
Other proposals included 5. Feasibility study of a child which, if signed, would make' it 
extension of campus swimming day-care center on campus. possible for a Ratskellek. 
pool hours from 3 to 5 p.m. and 6. Publish regular SG news Concerning Lake Claire and past 
the adoption of intermediate grade letters and pamphlets concerning administration handling of the 
points in the"A--B-C--D-F,";ystem student-related activities, teacher financial side, Hale feels all money 
which would encourage the raising evaluation, programming and should have been spent so that the 
Jackson's platform is as follows: 
1. Strive for more .responsible 
government by employing student 
views. 
2. Found an interclub council 
and unify activities. 
3. Restructure allocation of 
student funds for student facilities. 
4. ~ation of ratskeller at Lake 
Claire. 
of borderl~e grades. upcoming administration could 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· ro~nue w~ wttho~ dclQ. ~ 
wish they (past administratiop) had 
campaign. 5. Lockers by new Village 
Center for commuter students. 
6. Promote and stimulate club 
activities . STtJFf TO WE!R INC 
·The shop that caters ti:> the Beautiful People, 








Other nice things to cover your body. 
Come in and dig it ... 
625 N. Atlantic Ave. 
Cocoa Beach, F1a. 
Pb. 783-6194 
Winter Park Mall 
Winter Puk, Fla. 
Ph. 647-6195 
Menit Square 
Metrit Island, F1a. 
administrative policies. 
7. Working towards the 
incorporation of SG, and providing 
on-campus legal aid for students. 
8. Development of a student 
union and ratskeller. 
9. Expansion of SG book 
exchange. 
10. Feasibility study for a 
commuter transit system. 
11. Expansion of transportation 
to FTU athletic events. 
12. Organization of a committee 
to regulate changes on text book 
requirements. 
13. Increased assistance to 
resident students, elimination of 
mandatory food plan, modification 
of visitation rules and developing a 
student-run . grocery store on 
campus. 
finished something rather than just 
.lo'hhlino with it." said Hale. 
I\· 1111 v Pu h 
64 oi. or lkcr - s 1.00 
TAPES US.A 
8 Track Tapes $3.99 
TAPES USA 
FREE TAPE 
with any cartridge case 
Buy 12 Tapes 
Get One FREE 
TAPES USA 
5698 S. Orange Blsm. Tri. 
Listen Before You Buy 
HOURS: I 0 to I 0 Daily 
Saturday I 0 to 10 





Lee Constantine wants to see the 
Student Government incprporated, 
as are most state university 
organizations. "That way we could 
run our own operations--a 
~tskeller, a grocery store, legal 
rud-while keeping pressure from 
the administration off SG. Now 
there is not that much pressure, but 
we must look to the future." 
.A vice presidential candidate ..., 
campaigning with Steven Adamick 
Constantifie has been an SG senato; 
si_nce 1970. He is the 1971 Kappa 
Sigma scholarship leadership award 
winner, a member of the SG budget 
committee in 197, a member of the 
projects and programs committee in 
1970, and during the summer 
months he is proprietor of a free 
child day care center. He chairs 
both the budget committee and the 
investigations committee. 
Through incorporation, 
Constantine said, SG can play a 
greater role in policy formulation. ' y 
Believing that SG has come to an 
age of maturity, he hopes that 
through this role SG can provide 
more assistance for the bulk of the 
student body, and should be able to 
move foreward and achieve the 
power other state U!1iversitie~'s 
student governments have. 
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LacK Of Response 
Causes Lab Delay 
The leadership lab, originally scheduled for April 7 and 8, has been 
postponed until April 28 and 29 mainly to gain more publicity and 
interest for the effort, according to SG President Frank Santry. National 
Leadership Methods (NLM) will 
conduct the two-day project in 
which participants will learn about "We are requiring · a financial 
them selves, other persons' commitment on the part of 
perceptions of them and group students for two reasons," said 
interaction through a series of NML Santry, "If the clubs and their 
"exercises." representatives realize they must 




SUMMER IN SPAIN 
The lab has openings for 200 forfeit their registration fee, they The department of foreign 
students and faculty. Club members will be more likely to show up for languages is offering a summer 
have priority but all those who are the lab." study program in Oviedo and 
interested may sign up. The lab will "Also " continued Santry "this Alicante, Spain, in which students 
be held on campus Friday, April will forc'e the students and their can earn as many as 15 quarter 
28, from 7 p.m. until 10:30 p.m., clubs to make a physical hours of credit for undergraduate 
and all day Saturday from 9 a.m. commitment to the lab at the and graduate work. 
until 10: 3 0 p.m. All those outset so they will be more likely The eight-week program (June 
interested in attending must sign up to be -committed during the 28 to August 28) is directed 
~ in the Student Organizations Office program." primarily to students who want to 
AD 268, or call Ext. 2766. The A c c o rd in g to Sant r y , obtain an understanding of Spanish 
final day for registration will be commitment to the program is culture. 
April 26. necessary because it requires The program will combine 
The cost of th~ lab is $35 per participants to take part in formal classes with weekend 
person, plus meals, but because the face-to-face confrontations and excursions to historic sites. Total 
Student Government is subsidizing sensitivity-type sessions. cost of the tour is $835, plus FTU 
the program, the cost per club SG is sponsoring the lab tuition fees. The price will include 
member will be $10 ($5 from the primarily for campus club round trip fare from Orlando to 
individual and $5 from the club or members, in order to promote Madrid, room and board, all charges 
organization). stronger and mbre active clubs. for excursions and medical 
r---------------------------insurance. 
CANDLES FOR ALL OCCASIONS' 
Beautiful Gift Items For Mother's Day. 
180 Park Ave. N. 
Winter Park 
FEATURING THE "VICTORIAN ROSE" SCENTED CANDLE 
IN FIVE COLORS, BOXED FOR MAILING. 
ALL MATERIALS FOR CANDLE MAKING. 
ar •1 A , must iS-OUr "COQUINA SANDCAST" candle. 
PLEASE FEEL FREE TO COME IN AND LOOK AROUND. 
n -. 
For applications and more 
information, contact Dr. Armando 
Payas in the department of foreign 
languages. 
COLLEGE BRIEFING 
Counselors from Central 
Florida's six public community 
colleges met Thursday, April 6, at 
FTU with university officials in a 
briefing on a academic and 
non-academic policies that students 
transfering from the two-year 
schools can expect to find when 
th 11 t FTU 
I Penny Pub 
~ 64 oz. of BL'er - SJ .00 
\ 
\ 
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Debaters Ponder 
Abortion Priorities 
The rights of woman versus the rights of the unborn were debated and 
discussed Tuesday morning on the Village Center Green. 
Part two of the \C Discover Series on abortion, the discussion was 
conducted by four members of the --------------
community with an interest in the distress that he wore his priest'~ 
issue. Panel members were Dr. collar instead of a "pink tuxedo,'' 
Albert C.orey, gynecologist since his clothing suggested the 
recommended by Dr. Edward presence of religion. He expressed 
Stoner, director of FTU's Health concern that citizens were turning 
Center; Dr. James Werba,to government to legislate their 
gynecologist recommended by the lives about something so sacred, 
Right to Life Council of Orlando; and said that the issue was a basic 
Thomas Horkan Jr., attorney and concept of life. His emphasis was 
lobbyist in Tallahassee for the upon the freedom of decision; 
Roman Catholic Church, and the neither did he openly advocate nor 
Rev. Dr. Patrick O'Neill, ?irector of oppose abortion. The issue is 
the New.man Cente~ of Wmt~r P~k, deeply human, he said, adding that 
a Cathohc commumty organization. in the current world what one man 
The discussion began with does is an act that will build or 
seven-minute talks by each speaker. destroy society. 
Dr. Corey' an advocate of abortion, B ·11 s· 
began the ta1ks by saying that I ugges ts 
religious beliefs should not be 
pushed onto _?thers as is done in the Plus System 
case of abortion, and asked why the 
operation is legal in New York, yet Of G a· 
banned in Connecticut. He ra }fig 
concluded, saying that legalized 
abortion was one humane solution A new "Plus System" of grading, 
to the problems of childbe~ti;g; which. is desig.ned to '.lll~w for a 
population control and the more _mtermedia.te grad1at1on ~o be 
butchering of women by quac.k used m calculatmg grades, will be 
abortionists. introduced on the floor of the 
Dr. Werba countered that frorr Student Government Senate. A 
conception life exists, since a ne~ similar system is_ pre~ently being 
being with twice the chromosome: used. at the University of West 
of either sperm or eggs has beer FJor1da at. Pensa~ola .. 
created. After describing th• The bill ,_ bemg mtroduced by 
weekly development of a fetus, Dr Paul Woo.dson and !horn ~cGurn, 
Werba said that the fetus i: would be compatible with the 
independent from its mother since pre~e~t syste~.' ~ut offers more 
blood and skin do not exactl) defm1te class1f 1cations. The letter 
match those of its mother anc grades, F, D, D+, C, C+, B, B+ and 
since it performs biol~gica A would have the value of O._l, 1.~: 
functions independent of it! 2,. 2.5, 3, 3.5, and 4, respectively, 
mother. His conclusion was ar said Woodson. 
advocation of the absolute facult; It would be designed to help 
of life alleviate the situation in which an 
Th~ Rev. O'Neill's opening instructor does not believe in giving 
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Tennis Knights Drub Cumberland 
FTU's tennis Knights downed 
Cumberland College of Kentucky in 
a closely fought match Tuesday. 
FTU defeated the visitors by a 
score of 6-3. 
Coach Alexander Wood of ·FTU 
agreed that Cumberland College 
was the strongest team that FTU 
has beaten in chalking up a 7-6 
record. The Knights have won their 
last two games after a mid-season 
slump that saw them defeated four 
consecutive times. 
Mike DeZeeuw advanced his 
season record to 9-3 with a victory .,, 
over Cumberland's John Turner. t 
'The first set went to a score of 7-6 
THE FTU Golf Club poses before leaving for a triangular meet in 
Melbourne. The team from left is Marc Stockwell, Mike Utz, Wayne 
Leland and R.D. Hunter. Kneeling are Brant Whitley Robbie Owens 
and Doug Smith. (Photo by Ed Burton) ' 
in favor of Dezeeuw. FTU's 
number one player wrapped the 
match up with a 6-4 set. 
With sets of 6-2 and 6·4 Bill 
Stoohmenger of Cumberland won 
over Craig Lint.on in the number 
two position. Linton's season slate 
is 7-5. 
FTU Finishes Second 
In Triangular Golf 
Tech's Charlie Herring registered 
a victory over Frank Dog on two 
set.s of 6-4. The Knight.s' number LEX WOOD, (center), gives his tennis team a little pre-game pep talk 
three player holds a 7-6 overall before they met Cumberland College Tuesday on the FTU Courts. 
record. Apparently, Wood's words paid off, as the FTU netters won a 6-3 
In the number four singles 
match Jim Kelahar of FTU nipped 
'The FTU Golf team finished Gusty winds kept most the Nick Hanna 6-3 and 7-6. Kelahar's 
second in a triangular golf match golfers from scoring as well as season record stands at 7-5. 
held last week at Port Malabar Golf usual, with the exception of 
Course in Melbourne. The FTU Coughanour, who had six birdies Neil Howard, the Knights' 
golfers compiled a 328 total as for the day. number iive performer, won easily 
Florida Atlantic University won the ~--••••••••-!lover Brian Waddell by a score of 
meet with a 304 t.otal. Florida 111 6-2 and 6-1. The freshman from 
Institute of Technology finished ~~ elbourne is setting a scorching 
with a 346 score. 1 J.,..,._ - pace with an 8-1 season record. 
Low score for the day was 
turned in by FAU's Frank SFORIS Bill McGrath of FTU stormed 
Coughanour with an excellent 70 past Kenneth Davis with sets of 
for 18 holes. ·x-love and six-love, bringing his 
Best score for FTU was carded NEWS ·'72 record to 3-0. FTU took a 5-1 
by Carl Waseleski and Robbie linching lead after the singles 
Owens with 80. Marc Stockwell had ~mpetition. 
:.8!:rio~~ ~~~!~~~~::~ ~r======s::5~J .»_:dg~~·~e~:~ :dd L~::::i:: 
~N~·---------------------~-~~7-6and~in~oo~~o~ 
P~'7'70 ,-San' d~V:,ches doubles competition. Hanna and  1 • y ~ Waddell dropped the iirst set to Herring and Kelahar on a 7 -6 count, 
Phone ah
aad but went on to win the match with 
~ two "cliff-hanging" sets of 7-6. 
jFTU's on1y double victory came 
f '. , · s • !when Bruce Broussard and Howard 0 r . as t erv1 ce. scor.ed a 6-3, 7-6 win over Ilog and 
DaVJS. 
360.4 Aloma Avenue 
Winter Park 
p.hone 6 71-3553 
"Cumberland has quite a good 
academic and athletic standing," 
Dr. Wood said. He indicated that all 
first four matches were keys to the 
tournament. 
Dezeeuw and Dr. Wood travel to 
St. Pete:mburg to participate in the 
Master's Tennis Tournament this 
weekend. 
~ mile east of hwy. · 436 The Knights will play at Tampa 
~=======================~U1nive:mity at 2 p.m. tomorrow. 
ednesday they will take on the 
Grades Starting To Slip? 
Need A Way To "Persuade" That Professor 
mall college power, the Rollins 
llegeTarsatFI'Uat2p.m. 
decision. (Phot.o by Chuck Seithel) 
Wood's Credentials 
Earn Him Respect 
By Joe Julavits 
To say that Dr. Alexander (Lex) T. Wood enjoys talking about tennis 
would be an undeistatement. Mention tennis and his eyes light up. The 
sport has been good to Lex Wood and he is the first to admit it. 
Wo.od, the FTU tennis------------
coach, was born 34 years ago in "You can still be somewhat 
South Africa. He was educated at a chivalrous in tennis; that is, the idea 
boarding school there and came to th t 
this country in 1962. Wood came a you can call a penalty on 
to FTU via Florida State University yourself. This is something that is 
where he earned his Ph.D. An ~ing in other sports such as 
~ist.ant professor in the education football and basketball." 
department, he has been at FTU for According to Wood, the current 
three years. feud between millionaire Lamar 
Wood is an outspoken Hunt's World Championship of 
exponent of the sound mind and Tennis and the amateur segment of 
body philosophy. He played rugby, the game has hurt tennis, 
cricket, tennis, soccer and ran track specifically the Wimbledon 
while in S. Africa. At one time he tournament. 
was the number one ranked tennis Lex Wood enjoys coaching the 
player in the Cape Province. Wood's FTU tennis team, which he 
best win on paper came in 1963 describes as "a good, well-balanced 
when he upset the number team, lacking only in experience." 
three-ranked player in the world. A fine player in his own riglit, 
Despite these and other Wood brings a colorful background 
accomplishments, Wood prefers to and a desire to improve the game to 
talk about his favorite sport rather .. h_is_io_h_as_c_o_a_ch_. ______ ..,. 
than himself. 
"Tennis has just caught fire on 
the college level," said Wood. 
"Right now there are over 440 · 
schools offering full scholarships in 
tennis at the college level. In a 
recent Sports illustrated poll, tennis 
was ranked second only to fishing 
as a participation sport, with well 
over nine million people playing the 
game." 
Wood feels that an aspect of 
chivalry helps explain the 
popularity of tennis. 
Explore the W9nders 
of the 
Underwater World 
in· Your Own Home! 
n QUARIUM ~~FE, INC. 
To Give You An "A" Without That 
Certain Term Paper Or Exam? 
~~YE"..... BORED? sport of the space age 
Atlantic and Pacific 
Marine Fishes 
Maybe He Will If You 
Vote Your Chioce For 
Outstandirg Professor 
S. G. Elections 
- April 20 - 21 Kiosk 
-~------Besults..an need M~ 30 at Honors and Awards Ceremony. 
~\ .... ,. ·' TRY 
~.~~ ·SKYDIVING 
· For information on how you can 
eliminate those "spacey" weekends . , 
call Bill Goldhammer 671-5317 
or Bob Favreau 894-7 483 
.The 1 ., Century 
WHATWASITLIKE? CHURCH 
A Discussion 
Dorm C Lounge 9 PM 
Each Tuesday Night 
fresb Water Flslles T• ••• 
W-dll I C111plete Li• Of. SllllPlieS 
For 1lle Bet• 
To The Advalced HnQisl 
s.ilrs .... "" 
s.lays .... . 
CllSld ·llllllly 
Tlldly tn FridaY ... 111111 
...... 
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Fla. Southern, Harvard 
Trounce FTU, l 0~2, 6-2 
FTU's baseball squad was flying high following a four-game win streak 
but came back down to earth last weekend, losing to college powers 
Harvard and Florida Southern. 
The Goldsox dropped a 6-2 first inning. 
decision to Harvard Friday . 1:he ~oldsox actually. took. ~ 
afternoon, in -St. Petersburg f~-mnmg lead as Tim G~IS 
collecting only one base hit--Mike smgled to lead-off the game, sconng 
Ferrell's fourth-inning RBI triple. on an error. Moes' pitcher Tommy 
Allen Tuttle scored the run after Exum allowed eight hits but 
receiving an infrequent walk, toughened wh~n there were men on 
cutting the Ivy League school's lead base. 
to 2-1. However, the_ next th~ee FTU Intramural 
batters all fanned, ending the bnef 
thre~k Denno pitched effectively, Softball Schedule 
allowing only three earned runs on Monday, PAE plays SSX and KS 
seven hits in the seven-inning plays TKE at 4 p.m. At 5 p.m., 
struggle. Two unearned runs in the LXA plays XO and TEP plays ATO. 
fourth frame boosted Harvard to Tuesday, its the Naturals versus 
FuTUre 
their early lead, as a two-run.homer TKE II and 23 against Hyland MARK STOCKWELL lashes a pitch to left field in the TKE-ATO 
followed a two-out error by Tim Demons at 4 p.m. and God's game Monday. However, Stockwell and his teammates lost to TKE 5-2 
Gillis. Another miscue opened the Children playing Fae-Staff and GDI in the season opener of the 1972 intramural softball season. (Photo by 
fifth inning, triggering a three-run against Beulah's Bombers at 5 p.m. Jon Findeil) 
rally. Wednesday, GDI takes on 
Bill Larsen appeared for the first Hyland Demons and Mafia versus 
·time Saturday night since his the Naturals at 4 p.m. and 
no-hitter against Lyndon State last Marauders against God's Children 
TKE Wins Opener 
week. A first-inning Florida PAE II against 23 in the late game. By Marc M. Smith 
Southern outburst that produced Thursday action is TKE II against . 
three runs on three hits quickly Mafia and PAE-LXA in the early A strong defense, coupled with 
disspeiled possibilities of a repeat game and SSX-PKA and Fae-Staff timely hits, enabled Tau Kappa 
performance as FTU was whipped against the Marauders in the late Epsilon Fraternity to slip by Alpha 
drubbing ·of PKA. PAE I defeated 
Chi Phi 18-13 and KE edged out 
TEP 14-13. . 
. by last year's national College contest. Tau Omega Fraternity 5-2 in the 
Division champs, 10-2. 
1 
first day of intramural softball 
Larsen was unable to keep the I n tr a m u r a action Monday. 
ball low as he had in the TKE grabbed a 2-1 lead in the 
masterpiece of his previous tum. third inning and, although 
This became readily apparent as he J Q b 5 0 p e n threatened twice, never released the 
was tagged for two triples and a lead. . 
single, also walking one, all in the The FT U I ·n tr am u ral TKE was paced . by Mike 
Tuesday the Mafia rubbed out 
the Marauders 16-12. The sun 
shone down on God's Children and 
produced a 12-2 four inning victory 
over the Naturals. In a slugfest 
Hyland Demons edged PAE II 
24-23_ And Beulah's Bombers 
bombed 23, 14-2. 
department has several positions Murdock and Bob Rodnquez, two 
pnmn11nmn111R11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111l!!S open on its 1972-73 staff. Positions former FTU baseball players, with 
§ ~for men's and w 0 men's three hits and two hits apiece at the 
§ 41i,J;;.i//DJj ~coordinator, major and minor plate. R:o~riquez produ~ed t~e big 
§ J_.,.,, ~ 5 sports managers and officials must blow with a two-run smgle m the 
§ · §be filled. The salary varies with the t~p of the sev~nth, then scored TKE 
Current Point Standings 
§ s~·,_ §position. Application forms must himself ~o make it _a 5-1 ?all game. ATO 
§ 1r-\...,I~ §be itlled out and turned into the Rodnquez, playmg sol,1d defense B's Bombers 
!! §intramural office. These forms may at sh?rtstop~ brok? AT<? s back by Fae Staff = she picked up at the intramural speanng a hne drive with two on 23 
lfRJIDllllUI 1mnmn111111111111111111frF. building. and flipping to second baseman Ed KX 
Barks for a double play to end the SSX 
game. PAE 
ATO's hitting was evenly LXA 
distributed as eight players each 
had one hit apiece. 
In other softbakk action 











FTU INFIELDER Tim Gillis rounds first base after rapping a ;ingle 
in recent Goldsox baseball action. (Photo by Chuck Seithel) 
.\ 
l 
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\Want to Save? 
..... f OVER 6,000 PAIR! 
of Today's fashioned, flared, 
~ . --· 
GUYS & GALS 
casual a·nd dress pants 
from $7 up 
brushed suede, cotton, corduroy, 
super -wide wale, cut cords, 
stretch and double knits, 
. great knit tops, pullovers, belts, dress shirts. 
2417 Edgewater Dr., Orlando 107 W. Lyman, Win.ter Park 
Lake Parker Mall, Lakeland Phone 645-1900 
Winter Haven Mall, Winter Haven Zayres Center, Fem Park 
Wigs 30% Sewing Machines 30% 
Furs 25% Color TV 10% 
Tires 40% Carpets 50% 
Batteries 35% Musical Instruments 15% 
Auto Repairs 15% Refrigerators 10% 
Tape Decks 50% Brakes 10% 
Prescriptions 10% Diamonds 20% 
Cameras 20% Watches & Je,Al!ery 10% 
Furniture 25% 
Participating merchants (over 800) 'in your area are offering 
these discounts to KIB card holders. Regularly $25 per 
year, to college students $20. 
Wray Putney 
KIB Manager 
3311 2nd Ave . 
Mim:>; FL 32754· 
Please enroll me as a KIB card holder 
at the special of $18.50. I will 
receive a savings directory and KIB 
card, good for 1 year. 
NaIIle~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--1 
Address ___________________ _, 
S. S.No. 
April 14, 1972 
·No. t.258 
·- '. Embossed border and panel 
styling for the professional 
• appearance. Available in 
popular leatherine Knife-back 
covers designed for sheet 
size 11 x 81h~ Has 3 Duo-
Tani fasteners and eyelets. 
. 19 8i¥:h ~CB dozen 
No. 2258. 
The ideal cover style with 
embossed border and panel in 
heavy duty Fortebello. Knife-
back cover designed for sheet 
size 11 x 8Jh with 3 Duo-tang 
fasteners and eyelets. 
.20 each $220 dozen 
No. 35AW 
Window covers in a style 
preferred for distinctive 
presentations. Comes with 
white fly and with printed 
panel guide lines in economi-
cal Leatherine . 
. 40 each $4.40 dozen ~ 
Transparent acetate front covers 
that give full-vision and offer 
a sparkling protective showcase 
for inserted printed fly sheet a 
and contents of reports and pre-
sentations. With famous Duo-
Tang fastener (illustrated 
below). 
.45 each $4.95 dozen 
~HICKWITH george 
llstuart 
133 East ROBINSON 
Orlando, Florido · 
~ 
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STUDENT GOV'T NOT FOR THE SAKE OF STUDENT GOV'T . . 
STUDENT GOV'T FOR THE SAKE OF THE STUDENT. 
CHANGE -NOT FOR THE SAKE OF CHANGE. 
CHANGE FOR THE SAKE O·F SOMETHING BETIE~ . 
• .. 
Student Government must be returned to the students 
Since the Constitution of the Student Body of FTU w~s 
voted in, establishing the present Student Government, 
the students of FTU have had no real voice in Student 
·Government. This right to representation has been 
taken from you, the student, by Student Government. 
And yet, prominent members of this same Student 
Government would now ask for your trust in allowing 
them to change Student Government. These people 
had their chance. They failed because they have no 
respect for the student trust bestowed upon them, 
having betrayed it in the past. 
I have no connection with Student Government, 
past or present. I am just a student. As such, it is 
with clear conscience that I offer you my respec t 
and ask for your trust. 
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a1ters & Waitresses. 21 years & 
Emerson Compact Stereo Music over. Part-time. Excellent pay. Ask 
System with Garrard turntable & 8 for Doug - Caboose Rest. 831-8822 
track tape player $209.50-Student after 4 p.m. 
$ 2 0 discount. Terms. Garrard · 
changer only $44.50 SPECIAL. 1H1111nftlllfluumman111 1 1111 11111 111 11t111 """ 
423-3810 Action Music, 1039 N. for rent 
Orange 2-8 p.m. 
Kawasaki '70; 175 CC ' 
Bushwhacker, $350 or best offer. 
Good condition. Will trade for VW. 
275-4563. 
Waterbeds with factory guarantee, 
various colors and sizes only $18. 
n 11m I Hllllllllllll II 11111111 
House-Rt. 15/A, 3 bdroom, I bath, 
screened porch, carpets, drapes, 
fenced yard, air-cond., very clean, 
$180 mo., 831-3047. 
Contact Rich at 831-2431 anytime111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
- leave message if not there. f 0 r sale 
Yamaha guitar with case -- brand111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
new - never been used; originally Two lovely 4 acre homesites or will 
$110, . will sell for $90. Call sell entire 8 acres. Just 2 miles 
678-0749 after 5 p.m. North of FTU overlooking 
--------------beautiful Lake Hayes. Excellent 
4-channel Quadrasonic car tape location for faculty with riding 
player $159.50. 4 speakers free horses. Phone after 6 
credit terms available for students. p.m.-831-2947. 
Action Music 1039 N. Orange 
423-3810 after 2 p.m. Wed - Sat. 
Used Craig Floor Mount $44.50. 
Mercury Cougar, 1968, owner 
deceased; standard shift; V-8: Air, 
FM radio: excellent cond.; 56,000 
miles; make offer. 831-8886. 
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e e d e d : E f f 1-
c i ency/ R o om/Sub I et/Sh a re! 
Couple, for June 19--July 28, 
straight, must have air-cond., 
Contact Dr. Brennan in Physics 
(275-2325 or 275-2648). 
Want to make your written school 
work look professional? Call for 111 11 mmi 1111 m11n11111n 1111111 1 
Judi at 273-0059 or 215-2101 for . person a I 
typing service. 
Typing in my home. Experienced, 
fast, and accurate. 50 cents 
double-space paged, any type of 
theme, report, term paper, etc. For 
more information, phone Sharon 
Wilson 859-1995. 
1111 U 111 111111 11 llltnll I 11111 I 1111 
RMS: It's ten weeks today. Happy 
Friday. Happy anniversary. 
Forever. 
Attention: Ernestine & Phoenicia! 
Ma Bell & Ralphie have been 
Will do typing in my home. watching. (Meet me beneath the 
Reasonable rates. Union Park area. flags with the bags at 12). Beware 
Call 275-1567 (Linda} or 273-2774 of mandrills! E.A. 
(Elaine) anytime. 
Typing in my home. Experienced in 
all types of college papers, and 
re~t:t 01es; 50 ce[lts double spaced. 
More information, call Mrs. Hubley 
859-2929. 
ELECT 
l\·nnv Pt1 h 
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LEE CONSTANTINE·VICE PRESIDENT 
STEVEN ADAMICK 
•PRESENT EXECUTIVE ASSIST· 
ANT TO STUDENT BODY PRESI-
DENT 
•MEMBER STUDENT JUDICIAL 
BOARD 
•MEMBER UNIVERSITY ADMIS-
SIONS AND STANDARDS COM-
MITTEE 
•CHAIRMAN STUDENT GOVERN-
MENT STUDENT SUBSIDY PRO-
GRAM 
•COORDINATOR, STUDENT 
GOVERNMENT BOOK EXCHANGE 
•MEMBER UNIVERSITY LAKE 
CLAIRE ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
•MEMBER UNIVERSITY COM· 
MITTEE ON FINAL EXAM PRO· 
CE DURE 





•MEMBER BUDGET COMMITTEE 
1970-71 
•MEMBER PROJECTS AND PRO-
GRAMS COMMITTEE 1970 




•KAPPA SIGMA FRATERNITY 
SCH 0 LARSH IP-LEADERSHIP 
AWARD WINNER 1971 
•PROPRIETOR OF FREE CHILD 
DAV CARE CENTER DURING 
SUMMER MONTHS 
WHEN CHANGE IS NEEDED, 
WE1RE REA.DY ! 
LEE CONSTANTINE 
